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 9 

Abstract. We investigate the multi-Earth system model response of the Walker 10 

circulation and Hadley circulations under the idealized solar radiation management 11 

scenario (G1) and under abrupt4×CO2. The Walker circulation multi-model ensemble 12 

mean shows changes in some regions but no significant change in intensity under G1, 13 

while it shows 4° eastward movement and 1.9×109 kg s-1 intensity decrease in 14 

abrupt4×CO2. Variation of the Walker circulation intensity has the same high 15 

correlation with sea surface temperature gradient between eastern and western Pacific 16 

under both G1 and abrupt4×CO2. The Hadley circulation shows significant differences 17 

in behavior between G1 and abrupt4×CO2 with intensity reductions in the seasonal 18 

maximum Northern and Southern cells under G1 correlated with equator-ward motion 19 

of the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). Southern and Northern cells have 20 
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significantly different response, especially under abrupt4×CO2 when impacts on the 21 

Southern Ferrel cell are particular clear. The Southern cell is about 3% stronger under 22 

abrupt4×CO2 in July, August and September than under piControl, while the Northern 23 

is reduced by 2% in January, February and March. Both circulations are reduced under 24 

G1. There are significant relationships between Northern cell intensity and land 25 

temperatures, but not for the Southern cell. Changes in the meridional temperature 26 

gradients account for changes in Hadley intensity better than changes in static stability 27 

both in G1 and especially in abrupt4×CO2. The difference in response of the zonal 28 

Walker circulation and the meridional Hadley circulations under the idealized forcings 29 

may be driven by the zonal symmetric relative cooling of the tropics under G1. 30 

 31 

1 Introduction 32 

The large-scale tropical atmospheric circulation may be partitioned into two 33 

independent orthogonal overturning convection cells, namely the Hadley circulation 34 

(HC) and the Walker circulation (WC), (Schwendike et al., 2014). The HC is the zonally 35 

symmetric meridional circulation with an ascending branch in the intertropical 36 

convergence zone (ITCZ) and a descending branch in the subtropical zone, and which 37 

plays a critical role in producing the tropical and subtropical climatic zones, especially 38 

deserts (Oort and Yienger, 1996). The WC is the asymmetric zonal circulation which 39 

extends across the entire tropical Pacific, characterized by an ascending center over the 40 

Maritime Continent and western Pacific, eastward moving air flow in the upper 41 
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troposphere, a strong descending center over the eastern Pacific and surface trade winds 42 

blowing counter to the upper winds along the equatorial Pacific completing the 43 

circulation (Bjerknes, 1969).  44 

Observational evidence shows a poleward expansion of the HC in the past few 45 

decades (Hu et al., 2011) and an intensification of the HC in the boreal winter (Song 46 

and Zhang, 2007). Climate model simulations with increased greenhouse gas forcing 47 

also indicate a poleward expansion of the Hadley circulation, (Hu et al., 2013; Ma and 48 

Xie, 2013; Kang and Lu, 2012; Davis et al., 2016). Vallis et al. (2015) analysed the 49 

response of 40 CMIP5 climate models finding that there was only modest model 50 

agreement on changes. Robust results were slight expansion and weakening of the 51 

winter cell HC in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). It is unclear how closely the model 52 

simulations match reality. Choi et al. (2014) and Quan et al. (2014) both suggest that 53 

reanalysis trends for the Hadley cell edges may be overstated, especially compared to 54 

independent observations, and model trends are in reasonable agreement with the 55 

reanalysis trends (Davis and Birner, 2017; Garfinkel et al., 2015), but choice of metric 56 

also matters (Solomon et al., 2016) when discussing trends. 57 

Many authors have considered the impact of greenhouse gas forcing on the Hadley 58 

circulation, particular in respect of changes in the width of the tropical belt (e.g., 59 

(Frierson et al., 2007; Grise and Polvani, 2016; Johanson and Fu, 2009; Lu et al., 2007; 60 

Seidel et al., 2008), but far fewer have discussed changes in Hadley intensity (Seo et 61 

al., 2014; He and Soden, 2015). The importance of tropical belt widening is of course 62 
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due to its impact on the hydrological system, especially the locations of the deserts (Lau 63 

and Kim, 2015; Seager et al., 2010), which are a critically important for the habitability 64 

of several well-populated areas.  65 

Observational evidence shows a strengthening and westward movement of the WC 66 

from 1979 to 2012 (Bayr et al., 2014; Ma and Zhou, 2016). However, the time required 67 

to robustly detect and attribute changes in the tropical Pacific WC could be 60 years or 68 

more (Tokinaga et al., 2012). Model results suggest a significant eastward movement 69 

with weakening intensity under greenhouse gas forcing (Bayr et al., 2014), and He and 70 

Soden (2015) propose that the sea surface temperature warming plays a crucial role in 71 

both the eastward shift and the weakening of WC. They also note that this weakening 72 

may be reversed by rapid land warming.  73 

  Geoengineering as a method of mitigating the deleterious effects anthropogenic 74 

climate change has been suggested as a complement to mitigation and adaptation efforts. 75 

For example, Shepherd et al. (2009) summarized the methodologies and governance 76 

implications as early as a decade ago. Solar radiation management (SRM) 77 

geoengineering can lessen the effect of global warming due to the increasing 78 

concentrations of greenhouse gases by reducing incoming solar radiation. This 79 

compensating of longwave radiative forcing with shortwave reductions necessarily 80 

leads to non-uniform effects around the globe, as summarized in results for many 81 

climate models in the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) by 82 

(Kravitz et al., 2013). This is due to the seasonal and diurnal patterns of short wave 83 
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forcing being far different from the almost constant long wave radiative absorption. In 84 

addition, SRM tends to produce net drying due to the decreasing in vertical temperature 85 

gradient as greenhouse gasses (GHGs) increase absorption in the troposphere while 86 

shortwave radiative forcing affects surface temperatures (Bala et al., 2011). These 87 

differences in short and long wave forcing impacts atmospheric circulation and hence 88 

precipitation patterns, summarized for the GeoMIP models by Tilmes et al. (2013). The 89 

general pattern of temperature change under abrupt4×CO2 includes accentuated Arctic 90 

warming, and least warming in the tropics. G1 largely reverses these changes, but leaves 91 

some residual warming in the polar regions and under-cools the tropics relative to 92 

piControl. SRM also reduces temperatures over land more than over oceans relative to 93 

abrupt4×CO2, and hence reduces the temperature difference between land and oceans 94 

by about 1C. Extreme precipitation is affected by SRM such that heavy precipitation 95 

events become rarer while small and moderate events become more frequent (Tilmes et 96 

al., 2013). This is generally opposite to the impact of GHG forcing alone which tends 97 

to produce a “wet gets wetter and dry gets drier” pattern to global precipitation 98 

anomalies (Tilmes et al., 2013; Held and Soden, 2006). Finally tropical extreme 99 

cyclones have been shown to be affected by SRM in ways that do not simply reflect 100 

changes in tropical sea surface temperatures due to large scale planetary circulations 101 

and teleconnection patterns (Moore et al., 2015). 102 

 To date, few studies of the impact of SRM on tropical atmospheric circulation has 103 

been published. Ferraro et al. (2014) using an intermediate complexity climate model 104 
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found tropical overturning circulation weakens in response to SRM with stratospheric 105 

sulfate aerosol injection. But SRM simulated as a simple reduction in total solar 106 

irradiance does not capture this effect. Davis et al. (2016) analyzed 9 GeoMIP models 107 

and report that the HC expands in response to a quadrupling of atmospheric carbon 108 

dioxide concentrations more or less proportionality to the climate sensitivity of the 109 

climate model, and shrinks in response to a reduction in solar constant. Smyth et al. 110 

(2017) report that decreases in Hadley cell intensity drive the reduction in tropical 111 

precipitation under SRM, and that seasonal changes mean that the ITCZ has smaller 112 

amplitude northward shifts compared with no SRM.  113 

The El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the largest mode of multi-annual 114 

variability exhibited by the climate system in terms of its temperature variability and 115 

also for its socio-economic impacts. This tropical circulation pattern is intimately 116 

related to changes in the WC by their dependences on the Pacific Ocean zonal sea 117 

surface temperature gradient, and indirectly to the HC by its impacts on global energy 118 

balance. Few studies of climate model ENSO response to SRM have been made, with 119 

Gabriel and Robock (2015) finding that stratospheric aerosol injection by the GeoMIP 120 

G4 experiment produces no significant impacts on El Niño/Southern Oscillation. The 121 

SRM and GHG forcing in the G4 experiment are both relatively low compared with the 122 

G1 experiment, since under G4 the GHG scenario is the modest RCP4.5, which means 123 

that natural climate variability in the 50 year long period of SRM period may obscure 124 

features. However, this topic is worthy or more investigation since one concern is that 125 
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SRM will place the climate system into a new regime of variability (Robock, 2008; 126 

Shepherd, 2009). If this were the case then we would expect that the dominant climate 127 

modes of variability would also differ from both pre-industrial conditions and those 128 

under GHG forcing alone. Although this can be studied via volcanic analogues, they 129 

are imperfect due to their transient nature compared with long-term deployment of SRM 130 

(Robock et al., 2008). Tropical volcanic eruptions do indeed change the global 131 

circulation (Robock, 2000), and so climate mode change is a potential risk of SRM. 132 

Hence examining the tropical circulation and their response under ENSO modulation 133 

can provide evidence on the likelihood of SRM inducing a regime change on the global 134 

climate system.  135 

 In this paper we utilize simulation results from 8 Earth System Models (ESM) that 136 

participated in the GeoMIP G1 experiment (Kravitz et al., 2011) and compare these 137 

results with the corresponding Climate Model Intercomparison Project Phases 5 138 

(CMIP5) experiment for abrupt quadrupling of CO2 (abrupt4×CO2) and preindustrial 139 

conditions (piControl). The G1 scenario is the largest SRM signal addressed to date by 140 

experiments given that it is designed to balance radiative forcing from quadrupled CO2, 141 

hence the signal to noise ratio is high, and furthermore it has been completed a by a 142 

large number of ESM and so we can examine across model differences in simulations. 143 

We address the following key questions: Does the G1 scenario counteract position and 144 

intensity variations in the Walker and Hadley circulations caused by the GHG long 145 

wave forcing under abrupt4×CO2?; and how does the tropical atmospheric circulation, 146 
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including the Walker and Hadley circulations, respond to warm and cold phases of the 147 

El Niño Southern Oscillation in G1 and abrupt4×CO2 148 

  149 

2 Data and methods 150 

We use 8 ESM (Table 1), a subset of the group described in Kravitz et al. (2013) 151 

that have completed G1. We are limited to these models due to unavailability of some 152 

fields in the output from other models. The simulations in each model are initiated from 153 

a preindustrial conditions which has reached steady state, denoted as piControl, which 154 

is the standard CMIP5 name for this experiment (Taylor et al., 2012). Our reference 155 

simulation, denoted abrupt4×CO2, is also a standard CMIP5 experiment in which CO2 156 

concentrations are instantaneously quadrupled from the control run. This experiment 157 

implies an atmospheric CO2 concentration of nearly 1140 ppm, close to concentrations 158 

under “business as usual” scenarios such as RCP8.5 by the year 2100. Experiment G1 159 

in GeoMIP involves an instantaneous reduction of insolation simultaneous with this 160 

CO2 increase such that top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiation differences between G1 and 161 

piControl are no more than 0.1 W m-2 for the first 10 years of the 50 year experiment 162 

(Kravitz et al., 2011). The amount of solar radiation reduction is model dependent but 163 

does not vary during the course of the simulation. 164 

We used the following variables from 8 climate models and reanalysis data (Table 165 

1): sea level pressure (SLP), sea surface temperature (SST), zonal wind (U), meridional 166 

wind (V) Sea level pressure and sea surface temperature interpolated onto a regular 1°× 167 
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1°grid. The zonal and meridional wind are regridded onto a common horizontal fixed 168 

grid of 2.5°× 2.5°as in many preceding studies (Bayr et al., 2014; Ma and Zhou, 2016; 169 

Stachnik and Schumacher, 2011). We used monthly-mean model output data. 170 

Reanalysis data span the years 1979-2016. 171 

Composite analysis is applied for the study on the influence of ENSO. We follow 172 

Bayr et al. (2014) and use detrended and normalized Nino3.4 index (monthly averaged 173 

sea surface temperature anomaly in the region bounded by 5°N - 5°S, from 170°W - 174 

120°W) as a criteria to select ENSO event. An index > 1 represents an El Niño event 175 

and < -1 a La Niña one (Bayr et al., 2014). We concatenate variables in all El Niño and 176 

La Niña events for each individual model to get El Niño and La Niña data sets and then 177 

calculate ensemble results. 178 

 179 

2.1 Mass stream-function  180 

    The HC and WC represent the meridional and zonal components of the complete 181 

three-dimensional tropical atmospheric circulation. We follow many previous authors 182 

(e.g. Davis et al., 2016; Bayr et al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2013; Ma and Zhou, 2016; Yu 183 

et al., 2012) in using mass stream-function to conveniently separate and picture these 184 

two convective flows. 185 

The zonal mass stream-function (ψz) and meridional mass stream-function (ψm) are 186 

defined as following: 187 
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where uD and v respectively represent the divergent component of the zonal wind and 189 

the zonal-mean meridional wind, a is the radius of Earth, g is the acceleration of gravity 190 

(9.8 ms-2), p is the pressure, ps is the surface pressure, and the ϕ in (2) is latitude. The 191 

meridionally averaged uD between 5°S and 5°N are integrated from top of the 192 

atmosphere to the surface in calculating the zonal mass stream-function (ψz). 193 

Some previous studies have removed the fast response transient and only use years 194 

11-50 of G1 and abrupt4×CO2 to avoid climate transient effects (e.g. Smyth et al., 2017; 195 

Kravitz et al., 2013), while Davis et al. (2016) discarded the first 5 years, noting that 196 

the choice is conservative. We examine if zonal and meridional mass stream-function 197 

have transient effects at the start of the simulation. Fig. S1We shows the time series of 198 

the WC as defined by the vertically averaged value of the stream function ψz (STRF, 199 

see section 2.2), and shows that there is variability at many timescales up to decadal but 200 

without significant transient effects. This is confirmed by statistical analysis of each 201 

model; for example there are 4 models (CCSM4, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR and 202 

MIROC-ESM) that have significantly (p<0.05) higher STRF in the first 10 years of the 203 

abrupt4×CO2 simulation than in following decades. This is not due to a transient 204 

affecting the first few years, but rather to higher values around 3 years into the 205 

simulation, but this is not unusual for each model’s multiannual and decadal variability. 206 

On the other hand, the measures of circulation that rely on sea surface temperature (Fig. 207 

S2) show some difference in the first decade compared with later periods under 208 
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abrupt4×CO2. The Hadley cell vertically averaged stream-function shows similar 209 

results and strong seasonal variability (not shown). Therefore to utilize as much data as 210 

possible and increase the robustness of our statistical analysis, we use all 50 years of 211 

G1 and abrupt4×CO2 simulations. We use 100 years of piControl simulations as 212 

baseline climate for the same reason. 213 

 214 

2.2 Walker circulation index 215 

Four related indices have been used to characterize the WC intensity and its 216 

position. Tropical Pacific east-west gradients, defined by conditions in the Darwin 217 

region (5°S - 5°N, 80°E - 160°E) and the Tahiti region (5°S - 5°N, 160°W - 80°W) of 218 

sea level pressure (ΔSLP) and temperature (ΔSST), (Bayr et al., 2014; DiNezio et al., 219 

2013; Ma and Zhou, 2016; Vecchi and Soden, 2007; Vecchi et al., 2006) are highly 220 

correlated for all 3 experiments discussed here with R2 around 0.9. Ma and Zhou (2016) 221 

used the vertically averaged value of the stream function ψz (STRF), over the western 222 

and central Pacific (150°E – 150°W) and this is also very highly correlated with ΔSST 223 

and ΔSLP. As we are interested in the structure of the circulation, so use either the 224 

complete, longitudinally-averaged, stream function, or the STRF in rest of the paper. 225 

To determine the WC movement in different experiments, we use the western edge 226 

of WC to represent it position. The western edge is defined by the zero value of the 227 

vertically averaged 𝜓𝑧 between 400 – 600 hPa in the western Pacific 120°E – 180°E, 228 
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(Ma and Zhou, 2016). 229 

 230 

2.3 Hadley circulation index 231 

Many authors have separated the Northern and Southern HC cells simply by 232 

dividing by hemisphere (e.g., Davis et al., 2016), but during the active periods of each 233 

cell, the circulation extends across the equator into the opposite hemisphere. The 234 

boundary at the edge of the tropics is also known to move latitudinally but the 235 

circulation cell rapidly becomes weaker beyond the zero crossing of the rotation sense. 236 

To capture the variability of the HC cells we select the season of maximum intensity 237 

for each cell, and measure the strength across its full latitudinal extent. Thus we define 238 

the HC intensity for the Southern cell as the average meridional stream-function 239 

between 900-100hPa over the area between 40°S and 15N in July, August and 240 

September (JAS), and the Northern cell as the absolute value of mean meridional 241 

stream-function between 15S and 40N in January, February and March (JFM). We 242 

experimented with using narrower definitions of the Hadley cell (38°-15° or 35°-15°) 243 

in the 3 experiments, finding almost the same systematic offsets in intensities across 244 

the models and experiments. This is also true for each hemisphere separately. 245 

Departures in model ensemble mean intensity across the three experiments for both 246 

hemispheres from an outer latitude of 40 range from 6.6-7% and 13.8-14% with outer 247 

latitudes of 38and 35 respectively. So using the wide latitude bands we chose captures 248 

all the variability in the Hadley cells in all the models and experiments without 249 
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introducing biases due to experiments or hemispheres. We use the 900 – 100 hPa levels 250 

(whereas typically 200 hPa has been the ceiling, (e.g., Nguyen et al., 2013)) to 251 

accommodate the raised tropopause under GHG forcing, while avoiding boundary 252 

effects.  253 

 254 

3 Walker circulation response 255 

3.1 Intensity 256 

The annual mean state of zonal mass stream-function (ψz) calculated from 8 257 

ensemble member mean piControl, ERA-Interim reanalysis and the NCEP2 reanalysis 258 

results are shown in Fig. 1. Zonal mass stream-function (ψz) can intuitively depict the 259 

WC which exhibits its strongest convection (positive values) in the equatorial zone 260 

across the Pacific. The WC center is around 500hPa and 160°W. Fig. 1 (D) shows that 261 

the ERA-Interim circulation has an eastward displacement and the intensity measured 262 

by STRF is overestimated by 26% relative to ensemble piControl. There is a similar 263 

structure to the stream function differences between NCEP2 reanalysis and piControl, 264 

and the STRF is only overestimated by 3% relative to ensemble piControl.  265 

The relative changes from piControl under G1 and abrupt4×CO2 experiments are 266 

shown in Fig. 2. The features of WC are very similar in both the G1 and piControl 267 

experiments shown in Fig. 2 (A). In abrupt4×CO2 differences are larger, and include a 268 

rise in vertical extent of the circulation and an eastward shift in Fig. 2 (B). This is 269 
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quantifiably confirmed by the STRF index increase of just 0.3% in G1 but a significant 270 

decrease of 7% in abrupt4×CO2 relative to piControl, (Table 2). However, only 5 out of 271 

8 models agree on the sign of the changes in abrupt4×CO2 and there is much diversity 272 

between individual models (Fig. S3).  273 

 274 

3.2 Position  275 

The vertically averaged zonal mass stream-function (ψz) for the ensemble means 276 

of the 3 experiments as a function of longitude are shown in Fig. 3. To quantitatively 277 

measure the position change of the WC we use the western edge index. The ERA-278 

Interim and NCEP2 reanalysis data respectively show 10.5° and 18° more easterly 279 

positions than the piControl state. The WC shifts 0.5° westward in G1 and 4° eastward 280 

in abrupt4×CO2 relative to piControl for the multi-model ensemble mean. There is 281 

significant change in the ensemble mean position and strength under abrupt4×CO2, but 282 

not G1 in Table 2. However, only 5 out of 8 models agree on the sign of the changes, 283 

so the inter-model differences are rather large in this case. In the G1 experiment, the 284 

WC strengthens over the western Pacific around 130°E to 150°E and weakens over the 285 

eastern Pacific around 115°W to 80°W, indicating a westward movement relative to 286 

piControl, (Table 2). Thus the pattern is the opposite of that seen under abrupt4×CO2 in 287 

Fig. 3 (B).  288 

Under G1 there is a westward shift in the ascending branch of the circulation from 289 

about 30E to about 20E as indicated by comparing the red shaded region around 30E 290 
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in Fig. 2 (A) with the piControl result in Fig. 1 (C). Fig. S3 shows the anomaly is present 291 

in CanESM2, CCSM4, and NorESM1-M, while 3 models show almost no change (and 292 

indeed are missing the African features in their piControl simulation). BNU-ESM 293 

shows the opposite anomaly while GISS-E2-R shows a complex pattern. There is only 294 

small change in the STRF zero crossing location in the region (Fig. 3 (B)) because of 295 

the anomalies are not vertical. This position is at the transition from tropical West 296 

African rainforest to wood and grassland in East Africa under present climates. The 297 

movement westward would impact the rain forests of the Congo basin. There is no 298 

similar positional change under abrupt4×CO2 in the region, though there are many more 299 

changes in the circulation as a whole. 300 

 301 

4 Hadley circulation intensity response 302 

The climatology of the meridional mass stream-function (ψm) calculated from 303 

multi-model ensemble mean are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 and the individual models are 304 

shown in Fig. S4. This can naturally describe the HC with a clockwise rotation in the 305 

NH and an anticlockwise rotation in the Southern Hemisphere (SH). The Southern 306 

Hadley cell width spans nearly 35°of latitude and the Northern Hadley cell about 25° 307 

latitude. The intensity anomalies relative to piControl from both the reanalysis data sets 308 

are less than 21% (Fig. 4).  309 

Circulation anomalies under abrupt4×CO2 (Fig. 5 (B)), show enhanced overturning 310 

aloft and weakened overturning at lower levels in both Northern and Southern Hadley 311 
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cells. The elevation of the circulation upper branches rises with increased GHG 312 

concentration, as previously noted (Vallis et al., 2015), and is likely a consequence of 313 

the rise in tropopause height due to GHGs. The Southern cell shows a complex anomaly 314 

structure with positive anomaly between 45°S-65°S also in the Ferrel cell circulation 315 

that borders it at higher southern latitudes. The Northern cell anomaly is simpler in 316 

comparison. Under G1 the changes (Fig. 5(A)) are largest near the equatorial margins 317 

of the cells, with a clear increase in the strength of the ascending current. There is no 318 

significant change in the upper branch of the circulation showing that the tropopause is 319 

returned to close to piControl conditions despite the greenhouse concentrations being 320 

raised. Seasonal differences illustrate the changes induced under the experiments in a 321 

clearer way than the annual ensemble result (Fig. 6). 322 

In JAS, when the ITCZ is located furthest north around 15N, the G1 anomaly 323 

indicates a reduction in the upward branch of the Southern cell, or equivalently, a 324 

southern migration of the ITCZ. Similarly in JFM there is a corresponding reduction in 325 

strength of the upwelling branch of the Northern cell (Fig. 6 (C) and (D)). This is a 326 

similar result as obtained by Smyth et al. (2017) who considered the ITCZ position to 327 

be defined as the centroid of precipitation, and found changes in position of fractions 328 

of a degree. Fig. 7 (B) shows that the modelled motion of the ITCZ explains 73% of the 329 

variance in intensity of the JAS Southern cell peak intensity, which is significant at the 330 

95% level. Thus the larger the model reduction in intensity the more the boundary of 331 

the ITCZ moves equatorward. The correlation for the JFM Northern cell (Fig. 7 (A))is 332 
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not strong to be significant though still indicates correlation between intensity and ITCZ 333 

position changes. The combined seasonal effect of both cell changes is a reduced 334 

migration of the upwelling branches of the circulation cells across the equator, as was 335 

also noted by Smyth et al. (2017).  336 

The GISS-E2-R model has strikingly different anomalies under both G1 and 337 

abrupt4×CO2 compared with other models, with much more variability and more 338 

changes in sign of rotation not only within the Hadley cell but in the surrounding Ferrel 339 

cells. If we exclude this model from the ensemble, we get an even clearer result showing 340 

that the movement of the equatorial edge of the Hadley cells (the ITCZ) totally 341 

dominates the response under G1 (Fig. S5). 342 

The situation under abrupt4×CO2 is more complex (Fig. 6 (E) and (F)). The 343 

expansion of the tropics has been noted both in GHG simulations and observationally 344 

(Davis et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2011), along with the larger southern expansion. The 345 

extratropical changes in the Ferrel circulation are also more pronounced in the SH.  346 

 Reduction in strength of the NH winter cell was also a robust result of climate 347 

models under RCP8.5, while, the Southern cell exhibited almost no change (Vallis et 348 

al., 2015). Our results in Fig. 8 show that the multi-model ensemble mean reduction 349 

Hadley intensity under G1 of -18×108 kg s-1 and of -7×108 kg s-1 for abrupt4×CO2. The 350 

JAS Southern Hadley intensity exhibits a fall of -16×108 kg s-1 under G1 but an increase 351 

of 23×108 kg s-1 under abrupt4×CO2. At least 6 out of 8 models agree on these sign of 352 

changes in both hemispheres and scenarios. Thus the SH results differ for abrupt4×CO2 353 
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from those presented in Vallis et al. (2015). The anomalies for most models are 354 

significant, and the ensemble means are 8 standard errors from zero and thus very 355 

highly significant. 356 

 357 

5 ENSO variability of Walker and Hadley circulations 358 

Many previous study have concluded that the WC weakens and shifts eastward 359 

during El Niño, with opposite effects under La Niña, (Ma and Zhou, 2016; Power and 360 

Kociuba, 2011; Yu et al., 2012; Power and Smith, 2007). HC shrinks and strengthens 361 

during El Niño events, while expanding and weakening during La Niña, (Nguyen et al., 362 

2013; Stachnik and Schumacher, 2011). The G1 solar dimming SRM impacts on the 363 

Walker and HC during ENSO events will be discussed in this section.  364 

The WC difference between G1, abrupt4×CO2 and piControl vary among models 365 

during ENSO events (Fig. S6). But the multi-model ensemble mean presents a clear 366 

picture (Fig. 9). The result show that features of WC response to ENSO are significantly 367 

changed under abrupt4×CO2 compared with piControl, while G1 compares quite 368 

closely to piControl. Differences between G1 and piControl only manifest themselves 369 

at the eastern (about 165°E-180°E) and western (about 120°W-90°W) sides of WC, 370 

with a significant westward movement during El Niño, and no significant changes 371 

during La Niña.  372 

In contrast under abrupt4×CO2 almost the whole WC (about 165°E-105°W) 373 
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strengthens in intensity and the western edge shifts westward at the 95% statistical 374 

significance level during El Niño relative to piControl. During La Niña there is a 375 

significant eastward movement in general. 376 

HC responses to ENSO under G1, abrupt4×CO2 and piControl vary among models 377 

(Fig. S7). Fig. 10 shows the ensemble mean results. As with the WC, the climatological 378 

features of the Hadley cell show more significant changes under abrupt4×CO2 than G1 379 

compared with piControl.  380 

The most notable feature of Fig. 10 is the increase in intensity during La Niña 381 

between 10°S and 10°N under abrupt4×CO2. This corresponds to changes in the 382 

Southern Hadley cell (remembering that the axis of the Hadley cells is northwards of 383 

the equator). Also under the same conditions there is weakening of the Northern Hadley 384 

cell between 10°and 20°N. The same features are almost as noticeable for abrupt4×CO2 385 

for El Niño conditions and hence is a general feature of the abrupt4×CO2 climate state. 386 

Beyond the Hadley cells there are modest, but statistically significant changes in the 387 

Ferrel circulations, particularly in the SH. Changes under G1 in comparison are much 388 

smaller than under abrupt4×CO2, though there are significant reductions in intensity 389 

near the margins of the Hadley cells. The Northern cell is more affected in El Niño, 390 

while the Southern one more in La Niña states.   391 

 392 

6 Hadley and Walker circulations relationships with temperature  393 
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6.1 Walker Circulation 394 

Changes in tropical Pacific SST dominate the global warming response of the WC 395 

change (Sandeep et al., 2014). A reduced SST gradient between eastern and western 396 

Pacific drives the weakening of WC that was seen in a quadrupled CO2 experiment 397 

(Knutson and Manabe, 1995). The temperature difference between eastern and western 398 

Pacific, △SST, explains 96% of the inter-model variance in the strength of the WC in 399 

the G1-piControl anomalies and 79% of the variance for abrupt4×CO2-piControl, (Fig. 400 

11). There is no difference in model behavior between the G1 and abrupt4×CO2 401 

anomalies and △SST explains 83% of the overall variance. Despite a temperature 402 

transient of at a decade or so (e.g. Kravitz et al., 2013) in the abrupt4×CO2 simulation 403 

and the lack of any transient in STRF (Fig. S1), the relationship with ΔSST is nearly as 404 

good as for piControl. This suggests that there is no difference in mode of behavior of 405 

the WC under solar dimming SRM or GHG forcing, in contrast with the changes seen 406 

in the Hadley cells. 407 

 The correlation between yearly STRF and global 2 m temperatures are shown in 408 

Fig. 12 and the individual models are shown in Fig. S8. We discard first 20 years for 409 

G1 and abrupt4×CO2 to remove the temperature transients. In G1 all models except 410 

CanESM2 and MIROC-ESM have strong negative correlations between STRF and 411 

tropical Pacific temperatures. BNU-ESM, CCSM4 and NorESM1-M show a positive 412 

correlation with temperatures in the South Pacific convergence zone (SPCZ) and its 413 

linear extension in the South Atlantic. These features are generally muted or absent in 414 
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the piControl simulations. Experiments with an atmospheric circulation model (Van der 415 

Wiel et al., 2016) suggest that a key feature of the diagonal structure of the SPCZ is the 416 

zonal temperature gradient in the Pacific which allows warm moist air from the equator 417 

into the SPCZ region. This moisture then intensifies (diagonal) bands of convection 418 

carried by Rossby waves (Van der Wiel et al., 2016). Two of the three models with 419 

positive correlation between STRF and SPCZ temperatures, CCSM4 and NorESM1-M, 420 

have increased STRF and ΔSST under G1 (Fig. 11) suggesting that this mechanism is 421 

responsive in at least some of the models to G1 changes in forcing. The SPCZ is the 422 

only part of the ITCZ that extends beyond the tropics and so may be expected to be 423 

more subject to the meridional gradients in radiative forcing produced by G1. The 424 

correlations under abrupt4×CO2 are more variable across the models, though some of 425 

models like IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC-ESM and HadGEM2-ES exhibit widespread 426 

anti-correlation between STRF and temperatures; the spatial variability suggests that 427 

this not due to the strong transient response in global temperature rises under 428 

abrupt4×CO2. 429 

 430 

6.2 Hadley Circulation 431 

We now consider how surface temperature changes may impact the HC. To remove 432 

the transients, we only use the last 30 years for G1 and abrupt4×CO2. The decrease of 433 

the Northern Hadley cell intensity in JFM (Fig. 8) correlates with Northern hemispheric 434 

land temperatures (Fig. 13), explaining 58% of the variance in model anomaly under 435 
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G1 – which is nevertheless not significant at the 95% level - and 81% under 436 

abrupt4×CO2. NH land temperature also explains 83% of the G1 anomaly in the 437 

Southern Hadley cell in JAS, but has no impact on the abrupt4×CO2 anomaly. Both 438 

SRM and GHG forcing modifies the land-ocean temperature difference relative to 439 

piControl and so conceivably affects HC, for example by changing the hemispheric 440 

temperature and the position of the ITCZ (Broccoli et al., 2006). Under abrupt4×CO2 441 

land-ocean temperature differences in the tropics (between 30 N and 30S) are reduced 442 

to essentially zero, while under G1 differences in the tropics are 1.2C which is not 443 

significantly different from the piControl difference of 1.4C. Since the largest 444 

continental land masses are in the NH, we would expect any differences in HC induced 445 

by land-ocean contrasts in the NH to be visible in the Southern Hadley cell. We explored 446 

the impact of land-ocean temperature differences by considering differences in the 447 

surface temperatures over Tibet and the whole tropical ocean temperature (Fig. S9). 448 

Results were similar as for Fig. 13, with significant correlations for G1 in the Southern 449 

Hadley cell.  450 

Seo et al. (2014) examine the relative importance of changes in meridional 451 

temperature gradients in potential temperature, subtropical tropopause height, and static 452 

stability on the strength of the HC. They find that according to both scaling theory based 453 

on the Held and Hou (1980) and the Held (2000) models, and analysis of 30 CMIP5 454 

models forced by the RCP8.5 scenario, that it is the meridional temperature gradient 455 

that is the most important factor.  456 
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We used the same procedure as Seo et al. (2014) on the 4 models (BNU-ESM, 457 

IPSL-CM5A-LR, HadGEM2-ES, MIROC-ESM) that provide all the fields needed 458 

under G1 and abrupt4×CO2 scenarios (Table 3). The changes in ensemble mean 459 

circulation intensity are similar under G1 and abrupt4×CO2, as are the changes in 460 

potential temperature gradients relative to piControl, but the changes in static stability 461 

are very different between the experiments. The tropospheric heights also change 462 

between G1 and abrupt4×CO2 scenarios, with small reductions under G1 and about a 463 

3% and 0.9% increase respectively in Southern and Northern cells under abrupt4×CO2. 464 

We used the two scaling relations given by Seo et al., (2014) to also estimate the change 465 

in Hadley intensity based on the changes in temperature gradients, static stability and 466 

tropospheric height for the ensemble mean of the 4 models (Table 3). Both formulations 467 

give fairly similar numbers for the estimated change in Hadley intensities in Northern 468 

and Southern cells under G1 and abrupt4×CO2. These estimates agree with the 469 

simulated changes in intensities under G1, but are very different from those simulated 470 

under abrupt4×CO2. The obvious cause of the discrepancies under abrupt4×CO2 is the 471 

change in static stability, which in both model scaling formulations leads to 18-25% 472 

reductions in Hadley intensity compared with the ensemble model simulated changes 473 

of about ±4%. This supports the analysis of Seo et al. (2014) that it is the meridional 474 

temperature gradient that is the dominant factor in determining the strength of the HC. 475 

 476 

7 Discussion 477 
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He and Soden (2015) conclude from experiments designed to elucidate the role of 478 

various forcings on tropical circulation that weakening of the WC under GHG forcing 479 

is primarily due to mean SST warming. They also note that increased land-sea 480 

temperature contrast results in strengthening of the circulation, and also that while the 481 

pattern of GHG warming is close to an El Niño, there are sufficient differences to 482 

produce quite different responses in the WC. We may therefore expect that changes 483 

under G1 compared with pure GHG forcing would manifest themselves given the 484 

changes in both the direct and indirect CO2 forcings. What we observe though is that 485 

changes in the WC are modest, and examination of the dependence on intensity as a 486 

function of zonal Pacific Ocean temperature differences (Fig. 11) show no differences 487 

between the GHG and G1 forcings. Similarly we find no change in the intensity with 488 

land-ocean temperature gradients.  489 

We see large changes throughout the whole Hadley cell circulation under 490 

abrupt4×CO2. We also see that the northern boundary of the Southern cell tends to 491 

expand even further northwards with a corresponding weakening of the Northern cell 492 

during La Niña conditions. Global temperatures are relatively reduced during La Niña 493 

years. Beyond the Hadley cells there are modest, but statistically significant changes, 494 

particularly in the SH Ferrel circulations with poleward movement. Changes under G1 495 

in comparison are much smaller than under abrupt4×CO2, though there are significant 496 

reductions in intensity near the margins of the Hadley cells and these are related to 497 

equator-ward motion of the ITCZ. The Northern cell is affected more in El Niño, while 498 
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the Southern one more by La Niña states. 499 

Davis et al. (2016) show that Southern Hadley cell expansion in the tropics is on 500 

average twice the Northern Hadley expansion. The idealized forcings in abrupt4×CO2 501 

and G1 show this cannot be due to stratosphere ozone depletion – the mechanism 502 

sometimes used to account for the similar observed greater expansion of the Southern 503 

Hadley cell (Waugh et al., 2015). The changes in width of the tropical belt is strongly 504 

dependent on the tropical static stability in the models according to the Held and Hou 505 

(1980) scaling, that is with the potential temperatures at the tropical tropopause (100 506 

hPa) and the surface. Since the adiabatic lapse rates scales with surface temperature, 507 

this is also reflected in the surface temperature. Consideration of simplified convective 508 

systems based on moist static energy fluxes (Davis, 2017), or by making some 509 

assumptions with the Held (2000) and Held and Hou (1980) models led Seo et al. (2014) 510 

to suggest Hadley cell intensity scales according to the equator-pole temperature 511 

gradient. 512 

Furthermore the intensity of the HC is expected to decrease as it expands and also 513 

in response to an accelerated hydrological cycle. An enhanced hydrological cycle is 514 

expected under GHG forcing, but not SRM which leads to net drying (Kravitz et al., 515 

2013). This is cannot be a complete explanation for circulation changes since the HC 516 

also depends on the evolution of the baroclinic instabilities in the extratropics, which 517 

may have quite different response to climate warming (e.g. Vallis et al., 2015). Our 518 

analysis of intensity shows differences in behavior between Southern and Northern cells, 519 
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and in particular a lack of a strong dependences on temperature gradients for the 520 

Southern cell. The difference in behavior between Northern and Southern Hadley cells 521 

has not been explained to date. Seo et al. (2014) note that under RCP8.5 forcing, models 522 

of the Southern Hadley cell changes are split almost equally between those predicting 523 

increases in intensity and those that suggest decreases, whereas all but 1 of 30 models 524 

predicts a decrease in the Northern cell. We note that the robustly understood vertical 525 

expansion of the circulation as the tropopause rises under abrupt4×CO2, has been 526 

associated with a decrease in the circulation intensity (Seo et al., 2014; He and Soden, 527 

2015) in climate models forced by GHGs, and as expected from considerations of 528 

Clausius-Clapeyron scaling if relative humidity is relatively constant, as summarized 529 

by Vallis et al. (2015). This is not the case for the scaling functions from Seo et al., 530 

(2014; Table3), where tropopause height change is proportional to intensity change. Nor 531 

it is consistent with increases simulated in the Southern Hadley cell intensity and 532 

simultaneous decreases in the Northern one relative to piControl, although both are 533 

stronger than under the G1 forcing. Our analysis of the relative importance of factors 534 

in driving intensity suggests, as with Seo et al (2014), that the meridional temperature 535 

gradient plays the dominant role rather than tropopause height or static stability changes.  536 

Grise and Polvani (2016) explored how the dynamic response of the atmosphere, 537 

including metrics such as Hadley cell edge, varied with model climate sensitivity, that 538 

is the mean temperature rise associated with doubled CO2. They found significant 539 

correlation across a suite of CMIP5 models running the abrupt4×CO2 were largely 540 
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confined to the SH, and also that the pole-to-equator surface temperature gradient 541 

accounted for significant parts of the dynamic variability that was not dependent on the 542 

mean temperature. However, we find that the response times of the HCs to changes in 543 

radiative forcing are very fast, as shown by the lack of transients in the simulated time 544 

series. Sea surface temperatures, especially under the strong abrupt4×CO2 forcing takes 545 

at least a decade and parts of the system, such as the deeper ocean, would require even 546 

longer to reach equilibrium. Under abrupt4×CO2 the global land-ocean temperature 547 

difference is reduced by about 1.3C relative to piControl, while G1 reduces the contrast 548 

by only 0.3C. The NH continents have faster response times than the oceans and so 549 

we would expect the SH to be much further from an equilibrium response than the 550 

Northern. This is also reflected in the lack of an equivalent to the “Arctic amplification” 551 

seen in the NH under both observed and simulated forcing by GHGs. The lack of 552 

anomalous Southern polar warming is linked to the much cooler surface temperatures 553 

in the Antarctic mitigating against both temperature feedbacks and the ice-albedo 554 

feedback mechanism (Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014). The speed of response of the 555 

circulation changes calls into question the importance of static stability and meridional 556 

gradients in driving the changes in the circulation, since the circulation responds faster. 557 

Bony et al. (2013) attributed rapid changes in circulation in quadrupled CO2 as due to 558 

direct CO2 forcing. Fast response could also be a result of cloud feedback, land-ocean 559 

temperature differences and perhaps humidity, which are also important for poleward 560 

energy transport in G1 (Russotto and Ackerman, 2018; Russotto and Ackerman, in 561 

review ACP). Low cloud fraction decrease under G1, warming the planet by reducing 562 
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the reflection of solar shortwave radiation, but atmospheric humidity is reduced 563 

allowing heat to escape, and less energy is transported from tropics to poles. 564 

Our analysis of circulation intensity changes and their dependence on temperature 565 

changes shows quite different sets of behavior under G1 than under abrupt4×CO2 for 566 

the Hadley but not the WC. The response under G1 relative to piControl is a slight 567 

overcooling of the tropics relative to the global mean temperature (Kravitz et al., 2013). 568 

Experiments with idealized climate models (Tandon et al., 2013) show that heating at 569 

the equator alone tends to reduce the Hadley cell width, while wider heating in an 570 

annulus around the outer tropics (20-35) tends to produce a complex response to 571 

circulation in both Hadley and Ferrel cells, more reminiscent of the anomaly patterns 572 

seen under abrupt4×CO2. The climate forcing under G1 is designed to be zonally 573 

symmetric, and that may explain lack of impact in the WC under both G1 and GHG 574 

forcing. There are clear changes of Hadley cells under the latitudinal varying forcing of 575 

G1. The reduction in incoming shortwave radiation in G1 would intuitively mean 576 

reduced heating, sea surface temperatures and moisture flux in the ITCZ, which follows 577 

the movement of the sun. Analysis of extreme precipitation events in daily data from 578 

the GeoMIP models (Ji et al., submitted to ACP) shows that the annual wettest 579 

consecutive five days are drier under G1 along a seasonal path that follows the ITCZ 580 

motion, while precipitation extremes increase in the tropical dry seasons. This result is 581 

consistent with the variation in the Hadley intensity cell seen here.  582 

 583 
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8 Summary  584 

Our main purpose in this study has been to answer the following questions: Does 585 

the G1 scenario counteract position and intensity variations in the Walker and HCs 586 

caused by the GHG long wave forcing under abrupt4×CO2? How does the tropical 587 

atmospheric circulation, including the Walker and HCs, respond to warm and cold 588 

phases of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in G1 and abrupt4×CO2?  589 

The WC in G1 displays insignificant increases in intensity and no shift in its 590 

western edge in the Pacific Ocean relative to piControl and hence does counteract the 591 

changes from GHG forcing. There is a potentially important change in position of the 592 

WC associated with the West African rainforest and East African grassland zones under 593 

G1, with potential for the encroachment of a drier climate into the Congo basin. In 594 

contrast, the HC shows larger changes under G1 that are not simple reversals of those 595 

induced by GHG forcing on piControl climate. There are asymmetric responses 596 

between the hemispheres under both GHG and solar dimming that are correlated with 597 

direct forcings rather than adjustment of sea surface temperatures, and correlated with 598 

changes in meridional and land-ocean temperature gradients. These differences in 599 

response of the Hadley and Walker circulations are consistent with the zonally invariant 600 

forcing of both solar dimming and GHGs and the meridionally varying solar dimming.  601 

A clear WC westward movement during El Niño and an eastward movement during 602 

La Niña are shown nearly everywhere along the equator in abrupt4×CO2. However the 603 

eastern and western boundaries of the WC shift westward during El Niño in G1 relative 604 
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to piControl. The range and amplitudes of significant changes are smaller in G1 than in 605 

abrupt4×CO2. The same is true in general for the Hadley cell. Under abrupt4×CO2 the 606 

Northern Hadley cell significantly decreases in intensity under both la Niña and El Niño 607 

conditions while under G1 the decreases are smaller and limited to each cell’s poleward 608 

boundaries.  609 

Both models and the limited observational data available on the HC indicate that it 610 

is not zonally symmetric: there are intense regions of circulation at the eastern sides of 611 

the oceanic basins (Karnauskas and Ummenhofer, 2014), while elsewhere circulation 612 

is reversed, and much of the natural variability of the circulation is related to ENSO 613 

(Amaya et al., 2017). This and the opposite correlations with surface temperatures in 614 

the Pacific and SPCZ with STRF under G1 (Fig. 12) suggests an interplay between HC 615 

and WC that could repay further consideration of model data at seasonal scales. The 616 

importance of the tropical ocean basins as genesis regions for intense storms also 617 

suggests that changed radiative forcing there under SRM could cause important 618 

differences in seasonal precipitation extremes, that may be hidden in monthly or annual 619 

datasets.   620 
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FIGURES 860 
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 861 

Figure 1. Walker circulation in the ERA-Interim reanalysis (A), NCEP2 reanalysis (B), 862 

model ensemble mean under piControl (C) and difference between ERA-Interim and 863 

piControl (D). Color bar indicates the value of averaged zonal mass stream-function 864 

(1010 kg s-1). Warm color (positive values) indicate a clockwise rotation and cold color 865 

(negative values) indicate an anticlockwise rotation. 866 

 867 
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 868 

Figure 2. Shading indicates model ensemble mean zonal stream-function anomalies 869 

(1010kg s-1) G1-piControl (A) and abrupt4×CO2-piControl (B). Warm colors (positive 870 

values) indicate a clockwise rotation and cold colors (negative values) indicate an 871 

anticlockwise rotation. Contours indicate the value of averaged meridional mass 872 

stream-function (1010kg s-1) in piControl as plotted in Fig. 1 (C). 873 

 874 
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 875 

Figure 3. The vertically averaged zonal mass stream-function (1010 kg s-1) (A) in 876 

piControl, G1, abrupt4×CO2 experiment for ensemble mean, ERA-Interim and NCEP2. 877 

And their difference relative to piControl (B).  878 

 879 
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 880 

Figure 4. Hadley circulation in the ERA-Interim reanalysis (A), NCEP2 reanalysis (B), 881 

model ensemble mean under piControl (C) and difference between ERA-Interim and 882 

piControl (D). Color bar indicates the value of averaged meridional mass stream-883 

function (1010 kg s-1). Warm color (positive values) indicate a clockwise rotation and 884 

cold color (negative values) indicate an anticlockwise rotation. 885 
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 887 

Figure 5. Shading indicates model ensemble mean zonal stream-function anomalies 888 

(1010kg s-1) G1-piControl (A) and abrupt4×CO2-piControl (B). Warm colors (positive 889 

values) indicate a clockwise rotation and cold colors (negative values) indicate an 890 

anticlockwise rotation. Contours indicate the value of averaged meridional mass 891 

stream-function (1010kg s-1) in piControl as plotted in Fig. 4 (C). 892 
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 893 

Figure 6. Model ensemble mean meridional stream-function in piControl (A) and (B), 894 

anomalies relative to piControl for G1 (C) and (D) and anomalies relative to piControl 895 

for abrupt4×CO2 experiments (E) and (F). (A), (C) and (E) indicate JAS months, (B), 896 

(D) and (F) indicate JFM months. Color bar indicates the value of averaged meridional 897 

mass stream-function (1010 kg s-1). Warm colors (positive values) indicate a clockwise 898 

rotation and cold colors (negative values) indicate an anticlockwise rotation. Contour 899 

indicate the value of averaged meridional mass stream-function (1010kg s-1) in piControl. 900 

 901 
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  902 

Figure 7. Change of Hadley cell intensity as a function of ITCZ position under G1 903 

relative to piControl across the models for the Northern Hadley cell in JFM (A) and the 904 

Southern Hadley cell in JAS (B). The ITCZ position is defined from the centroid of 905 

precipitation (Smyth et al., 2017). 906 
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 908 

Figure 8. Anomalies (1010 kg s-1) relative to piControl amongst models in Hadley 909 

circulation for the Southern cell in JAS (left panel), defined as the magnitude of the 910 

mean meridional stream-function between 15N and 40S, and (right panel) the 911 

Northern cell in JFM, defined as the magnitude of the mean meridional stream-function 912 

between 15S and 40N. The dot size for the models is about 1 standard error of the 913 

model mean.  914 
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 916 

Figure 9. The vertically averaged of zonal mass stream-function under ENSO. For El 917 

Niño or La Niña conditions, blue line in each panel represent the vertically averaged of 918 

zonal mass stream-function (1010 kg s-1) under piControl. Red line in top row is G1 and 919 

bottom row abrupt4×CO2. Thick lines denote locations where circulation changes are 920 

significant at the 95% confidence level. The 16%-84% range across the 8 individual 921 

models are show by light blue shading. 922 
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 924 

Figure 10. The vertically averaged of meridional mass stream-function under ENSO. 925 

For El Niño or La Niña conditions, blue line in each panel represent the vertically 926 

averaged of zonal mass stream-function (1010 kg s-1) under piControl. Red line in top 927 

row is G1 and bottom row abrupt4×CO2. Thick lines denote locations where circulation 928 

changes are significant at the 95% confidence level. The 16%-84% range across the 8 929 

individual models are show by light blue shading. 930 
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 932 

Figure 11. Model mean monthly anomalies relative to each model’s piControl of STRF 933 

and ΔSST. Positive value of STRF and ΔSST indicate strengthening of the Walker 934 

circulation. 935 

 936 
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 937 

Figure 12. Mean correlation between yearly STRF and global gridded 2 m temperatures 938 

for 100 years of piControl (A), and the final 30 years of G1 (B) and abrupt4×CO2 (C) 939 

experiments for 8 models ensemble mean.  940 
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 942 

Figure 13. Hadley intensity mean model anomalies versus the Northern hemisphere 943 

land temperature for the Northern Hadley cell in JFM (A) and the Southern Hadley cell 944 

in JAS (B). Positive value of Hadley intensity indicates Hadley circulation 945 

strengthening regardless of the direction. 946 
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Table 1. The GeoMIP, CMIP5 models and reanalysis data used in the paper 948 

No. Model Reference Lat × Lon 

1 BNU-ESM Ji et al. (2014) 2.8°×2.8° 

2 CanESM2 Arora et al. (2011) 2.8°×2.8° 

3 CCSM4 Gent et al. (2011) 0.9°×1.25° 

4 GISS-E2-R Schmidt et al. (2014) 2°×2.5° 

5 HadGEM2-ES Collins et al. (2011) 1.25°×1.875° 

6 IPSL-CM5A-LR Dufresne et al. (2013) 2.5°×3.75° 

7 MIROC-ESM Watanabe et al. (2011) 2.8°×2.8° 

8 NorESM1-M Bentsen et al. (2013), Iversen et al. (2013) 1.9°×2.5° 

9 NCEP-DOE (NCEP2) Kanamitsu et al. (2002) 2.5°×2.5° 

10 ERA-Interim Simmons et al. (2007) 0.75°×0.75° 

 Full Names: BNU-ESM, Beijing Normal University-Earth System Model; CanESM2, The Second 949 

Generation Canadian Earth System Model; CCSM4, The Community Climate System Model 950 

Version 4; GISS-E2-R, Goddard Institute for Space Studies ModelE version 2; IPSL-CM5A-LR, 951 

Institut Pierre Simon Laplace ESM; MIROC-ESM, Model for Interdisciplinary Research on 952 

Climate-Earth System Model; NorESM1-M, Norwegian ESM. 953 

 954 

Table 2. The change of Walker circulation position (°) and intensity (1010 kg s-1) in 8 955 

models and their ensemble mean. The number in the brackets represent percentage 956 
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change relative to piControl. Negative position (STRF) represent westward movement 957 

(weakening) and positive value represent eastward movement (strengthening). 958 

Statistically significant differences at the 5% are in shown in bold. 959 

Earth System Model 

G1 abrupt4×CO2 

Position STRF Position STRF 

BNU-ESM 0.32 (0.2) -0.04 (-2.3) 8.6 (5.8) -0.34 (-18) 

CanESM2 3.8 (2.7) -0.32 (-11) 16.4 (11.5) -0.56 (-19.3) 

CCSM4 -1 (-0.7) 0.5 (20.6) -0.3 (-0.2) 0.58 (24.6) 

GISS-E2-R 10.6 (6.5) -0.83 (-73.5) 21.2 (13) -1.6 (-143) 

HadGEM2-ES -1 (-0.7) 0.34 (10.8) 4.9 (3.3) -0.14 (-4.4) 

IPSL-CM5A-LR 1.4 (1) -1.8 (-7.8) 0.15 (0.1) 0.43 (18.3) 

MIROC-ESM 0.5 (0.4) 0.03 (0.7) -5.2 (-4.2) -0.72 (-19.1) 

NorESM1-M -3.7 (-2.3) 0.56 (20.2) -6.6 (-4.2) 0.93 (33.6) 

Ensemble -0.5 (-0.3) 0.007 (0.3) 4 (2.8) -0.19 (-7.1) 

 960 

  961 
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Table 3. The percentage changes in G1-piControl and abrupt4×CO2-piControl relative 962 

to piControl in 4 model (BNU-ESM, IPSL-CM5A-LR, HadGEM2-ES, MIROC-ESM) 963 

ensemble mean, with the across model range in brackets. Functions 1 and 2 are scale 964 

factors for Hadley circulation (Seo et al., 2014).  965 

 

Scenario 

G1-piControl abrupt4×CO2-piControl 

North South North South 

Temperature 

gradient 

-2.6 (-3.5  -1.1) -1.2 (-1.7  0.1) -4.4 (-6.1  0.7) -4 (-6.1  -0.3) 

Static stability -3.4 (-4.7  -1.5) -3.2 (-5.2  -0.4) 21 (18  26) 23 (21  27) 

Subtropical 

tropopause height 

-0.1 (-2.1  1.8) -0.5 (-1.4  -0.1) 0.87 (1.2  6) 3 (-0.7  4) 

Function 1 -3.35 (-9.8  4.4) -1.05 (-7.5  1.2) -29.8 (-30  -17) -25.5 (-32.  -19) 

Function 2 -2.9 (-8.2  3.8) -1.13 (-6.4  0.7) -22.6 (-23  -12) -18.5 (-24  -14) 

Hadley intensity -3.7 (-6.4  -0.5) -1.2 (-6  0.8) -3.4 (-4.1  -1) 4.3 (2.4  4.8) 

 Function 1 is 
5

2

𝛿𝐻

𝐻
+

5

2

𝛿∆𝐻

∆𝐻
−

𝛿∆𝑉

∆𝑉
 and is based the model of Held and Hou (1980). 966 

 Function 2 is 
9

4

𝛿𝐻

𝐻
+ 2

𝛿∆𝐻

∆𝐻
−

3

4

𝛿∆𝑉

∆𝑉
 which is derived from the model by Held (2000). 967 

H is meridional temperature gradient defined as 
𝜃𝑒𝑞−𝜃ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑎𝑡

𝜃0
 which is the 968 

tropospheric mean meridional potential temperature gradient with 𝜃0 denoting the 969 

hemispheric troposphere mean potential temperature and 𝜃𝑒𝑞  calculated between 970 

10N and 10S. We follow Seo et al. (2014) in taking 𝜃ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑎𝑡  as the average 971 

potential temperature between 10-50N for the Northern hemisphere winter and 10-972 

30S for the Southern hemisphere. Potential temperature gradients are defined here 973 

as the average between 1000 and 400 hPa. ∆𝑉=
𝜃300−𝜃925

𝜃0

 is the dry static stability of 974 

the tropical troposphere. 𝐻  is the subtropical tropopause height estimated as the 975 

level where the lapse rate decreases to 2°C km-1. 976 

 The Hadley intensity ψm is described in section 2.3 and we use JFM in the Northern 977 

hemisphere and JAS in the Southern hemisphere. 978 


